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The potential benefits of a theatre program in the 

middle school have seldom been realized. The purpose of 

this thesis is to develop a rationale for a- theatre program 

in the middle school. Chapter I examines the middle-school 

concept. In Chapter II, the period of development called 

"transescence" and the needs of the average middle-school 

student are delineated. The ways in which theatre can meet 

these needs and a theatre program are explored in Chapter 

III. A final chapter offers conclusions to be drawn from 

the study. 

The concept of the middle school, which is relatively 

new, encourages flexibility of facilities and curriculum. 

During a time of transition to the middle school, there is 

a special opportunity to try out new ideas of pedagogy. 

The transescent period of human development encompasses 

physical and psychological changes that alter human behavior 

radically. These changes are examined in terms of muscular, 

sexual, cognitive, and maturational effects on the middle-

school student. These effects are studied as "needs" which 

the middle school must take into consideration. 



These needs include organization of thoughts and know-

ledge of the social and physical world, which could be 

encouraged in a theatre program through improvisational 

exercises, writing of original scripts, and exposure to 

dramatic literature. Learning how to work well in the peer 

group is a second need that would be met by a theatre pro-

gram that emphasized the socialization process through group 

interaction in preparing and performing plays for elementary 

schools, other classes of the same middle-school team, or 

all the classes of a particular subject in the same grade. 

Becoming an independent person is a third need that could 

be encouraged in a theatre program through emphasis on sen-

sory awareness and divergent thinking. Development of a 

positive self-concept is the product of a theatre program 

that includes role playing for the middle-school student. 

Suggestions for implementation include gaining the 

support of the principal, employing only trained teachers of 

theatre, and utilizing federal funds to supplement and enrich 

a theatre program. In the middle school, a theatre program 

must be innovative, stress artistic quality, and must be an 

integral part of the core curriculum. Theatre is an effec-

tual means of education, both in the arts and in other 

academic disciplines because it encourages creative thinking. 

The study concludes that theatre is a potent force in 

society and should be offered in the middle school. 
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PREFACE 

The potential "benefits of a theatre program in the 

middle school have seldom been realized. Whatever the 

reason, middle-school theatre programs have generally been 

characterized by brief units incorporated into a speech or 

English class, teachers untrained in theatre, and insuffi-

cient opportunities for performance. As a rule, both teachers 

and administrators have been unenthusiastic about establish-

ing a theatre program in the middle school. Hence, even 

information about such programs that do exist is hard to 

find. 

Yet a good deal of research has been' focused on the 

middle years. Sources pertinent to the development of this 

study include The Emergent Middle School,by William Alexan-

der, Childhood and Adolescence, bv L. Joseph Stone and Joseph 

Church, as -well as others cited in the bibliography. The 

purpose of this thesis is to develop a rationale for a 

theatre program in the middle school. The key ideas in 

this rationale are, 

(1) middle school: a separate educational organization 

and facility for grades five (or six) through 

eight, with pupils ranging in age from ten to 

fourteen; 



(2) transescence: a stage of human development that 

begins just prior to puberty and extends into 

the early years of adolescence; 

(3) adolescence: in terms of physical development, the 

age span that begins with the prepubertal growth 

spurt and ends with the attainment of full 

physical maturity, but in terms of psychological 

development, a state of mind or mode of living 

that begins roughly at puberty and ends with 

full social maturity; 

(*+) "unified arts concept: the idea that all the fine 

arts should be incorporated into a single inte-

grated program; and 

(5) theatre: a complex activity that encompasses play-

writing, directing, acting, costuming, make-up, 

scenery, lighting, properties, theatre architec-

ture and machinery, special effects, dramatic 

literature, management, audiences, and drama 

criticism. 

In developing a rationale for a theatre program in the 

middle school, one must first understand the concept that 

informs it. Chapter I deals with this concept in some detail. 

A second chapter then focuses on the middle-school student. 

The third chapter presents a rationale for a theatre program 

that will fit this concept and serve this student. Chapter 

IV presents conclusions to be drawn from the study. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE MIDDLE SCHOOL 

In an age devoted to hyperspecialization, perhaps it is 

natural for educators to divide the student population into 

smaller and smaller segments. Such an approach led first 

to the addition of high school to the traditional grammar 

school and then to the junior high school between the two 

units. By 1950,many educators were seeking to refocus the 

concept of a school for the middle years between childhood 

and adolescence. 

Origin and Development 

The first true middle school was established in 1950, 

in Bay City, Michigan, During the 1950's and 1960ls, the 

concept spread to a number of other communities. By 1971? 

there were 2,000 middle schools in the United States (1, 

P. 135). 

Though many variations from the norm occur, the usual 

middle school is separately organized and administered, 

serves students who are ten to fourteen years old, and sets 

out deliberately to extend the elementary school programs 

in a special way. According to the Plowden Committee report 

on education in Great Britain (10, p. 135)> a good school is 

"a community in which children learn to live first and 



foremost as children and not as future adults." The middle 

school attempts to apply this concept to grades five or six 

through eight, in opposition to the junior high school 

(grades seven through nine), but more importantly, to treat 

these grades as a separate community rather than a "high 

school in miniature." Transescence, the "in-between-age," 

becomes a world unto itself (11). 

Yet continuity of education is also important to the 

middle school. Popper (9, p. xii) states that the founders 

of the middle school in the United States meant it to be a 

transitional unit between the elementary and the secondary 

school. According to Alexander (1, p. 136), the need for 

greater continuity in schooling was overwhelmingly important 

to the development of the middle school. 

Innovations in curriculum and instruction were also 

made easier through a new type of educational facility. 

Gatewood (*+, p. 265) develops several justifications for 

the middle school, and Alexander (2, p. 16*+) supports these 

views with a survey of 110 middle schools. The innovations 

are, (1) the elimination of crowded conditions in other types 

of schools,. (2) the removal of ninth grade to the high 

school, (3) the use of a new building, (*f) the desegregation 

of the races, and (5) the drive to eliminate de facto 

segregation. 



The Need for a Middle School 

One of the first educators to recognize the special 

need for a middle school was William Alexander of the Educa-

tion Department at the University of Florida in Gainesville. 

During 1970, Alexander spent several months in Dallas putting 

together a classification for the needs of transescents as a 

basis of establishing priority goals for the schools serv-

ing them. The following is a summary of the "basic needs of 

the transescent student developed "by the Junior High Study 

Task Force, 1969-1970 (l*f, pp. 8-9)* "The transescent needs 

to be able to organize his thoughts and knowledge of social 

and physical reality; learn to work well in his peer group; 

and become an independent person," 

Complete delineation of transescent needs will be pre-

sented in Chapter II . These broad-based needs provide 

impetus for the middle school. 

Given these needs, how has the junior high school which 

has prevailed since the beginning of the twentieth century 

dealt with them? A look at the history of the junior high 

reveals that from its inception its chief reason for exist-

ence has been to intervene in the educational process between 

childhood and adolescence, and serve the special intellectual, 

social, physical, and emotional needs of preadolescent and 

early adolescent pupils. In recent years, however, contro-

versy has arisen over the alleged failure of the junior high 

to provide this unique service. According to Meesey (7, P* 1)5 
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the six functions of the junior high are, "integration, ex-

ploration, guidance, differentiation, socialization, and 

articulation." At the heart of the controversy between 

the junior high and the middle school is a basic difference 

of opinion as to whether the school should "be a junior ver-

sion of the high school or a separate entity. 

Yet how is the middle school unique? First of all, it 

differs from the junior high school in that it includes 

grades five or six through grade eight. The ninth grade is 

not a part of the middle-school concept. Second, the dis-

tinction between the middle school and the secondary school 

is that departmentalization is not so complete in the middle 

school, which takes into consideration that some students 

are still in the later stages of childhood. Third, the mid-

dle school differs from the elementary school in that it is 

designed for students in a more advanced stage of cognitive 

development. Electives are offered in the middle school 

that are not found in the elementary school. Finally, the 

middle school seeks to meet the needs of transescence. A 

new educational entity was required because none of the 

previously exisitng structures was aimed specifically at 

this student. 

Facilities 

Watson (13, p. 1) states that the middle school should 

provide an environment relatively free from tension and 
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capable of enhancing the emotional and social behavior of 

children. The middle-school environment and program must 

differ in certain fundamental respects from both elementary 

and high school. 

Its facilities must be more varied and complex than 

those of the elementary school. Yet they need not be so 

elaboratej nor on the same scale, as those of the high school. 

Concerned with the social as well as the intellectual needs 

of youngsters, the middle school must offer more opportunity 

for social exchange than the lower school but set more limits 

than the upper school (1). 

Architectural innovation is also important to the middle 

school. Justification of a middle-school organization as a 

means of accelerating architectural change is a very real 

factor in many school districts. The belief that it is easier 

to innovate with a new than an old organization is wide-

spread. Alexander (2, p. 156) believes the middle school 

should be built with the following spaces; 

1. A learning resources center readily available in 
the middle school. 

2. Rooms of varying size for use by large and small 
groups. 

3. Spaces for individual study. 
4. Spaces for private conversation between teacher and 

pupil. 
5. Spaces that can be used for special instructional 

centers or laboratories, 
6. Adequately equipped rooms for instruction in the 

various exploratory or personal development area. 
7. For larger schools, wing, cluster, or other arrange-

ments that will facilitate decentralization into 
teaching stations. 



Flexibility 

Flexible grouping and scheduling in the middle school 

make possible the ready shifting from one instructional 

goal to another. The placement of learners in groups where 

they belong, and full use of large-group, small-group, and 

individual instruction are inherent with current trends in 

education for the middle years. Teaching teams have a com-

mon space, whether or not open, control of their schedule, 

and the principal's help in all phases of this work (13)-

The middle-school teacher applies group work skills 

in small or large group situations. The teacher is familiar 

with group planning, therefore, with discussion and evalua-

tion techniques, and with the requisites for working with 

others to create cooperative human relationships. This 

concern for grouping has added significance when one reads 

Toffler's exhortation (12, p. *fl6): 

Education must help people to accept the 
absence of deep friendships, to accept loneliness 
and mistrust—or it must find new ways to accel-
erate friendship formation. Whether by more 
imaginative grouping of students, or organizing 
new kinds of work teams . . . education will 
have to teach us to relate. 

Variety and enrichment are also offered to the curricu-

lum through mini-courses. These courses may pool instructors 

from the community, faculty, or student body. New combina-

tions of courses and offerings at the middle-school level 

provide flexibility for students. Electives are offered 



sixth graders to give earlier exposure to these areas of 

education (13). 

Focus on the Student 

The middle school seeks to individualize instruction 

and encourages independent self-motivated learning "because 

transescents are in a period of great differences in rates 

of growth, diverse abilities, and learning rates. Holt (7? 

p. 11) defines learning as "a kind of growing, a moving and 

expanding of the person into the world around him." The 

middle school concentrates on these individual differences 

and takes particular account of the increased sophistication 

of todays ten-to-fourteen-year-olds. 

This individualization of learning is the best approach 

for students whose chief characteristic as a group is that 

of variability within a wide range of physiological, psycho-

logical, and social maturity. Toffler states that the prime 

objective of education must be to increase the individual's 

"cope-ability"—the speed and economy with which he can 

adapt to continual change. The future-focused individual 

carries in his mind not merely a picture of himself at 

present, a self-image, but a set of pictures of himself as 

he wishes to be in the future. This person of the future 

provides a focus for the child, a magnet toward which he is 

drawn. The framework for the present, one may say, is 

created by the future. Thus one may add that a school 
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system concerned with the development of the individual and 

enhancement of adaptability should do all in its power to 

help children develop an appropriate time-bias, a suit-

able degree of futureness (12, p. *+21). 

Along with individualization, humanizing the schools is 

an important facet of the middle school. This humanization 

is applicable to all areas and levels of education, but it is 

especially important in the middle school because this school 

is the proving ground for the application of human develop-

ment and learning principles. The professional staff of 

the middle school gives top priority to broadening the stu-

dents experience as humanization attempts to obliterate the 

idea of routine just for the sake of routine; the goal be-

comes student realization of a personal gestalt within 

himself (10). 

Acquisition of independence on the part of preadoles-

cents is a growing concern of these students, and should be 

fostered by teachers through experiences that allow gradual 

acquisition of that independence. Middle schools are neither 

"mini high schools" nor pre-prep schools for the university. 

Rather, the middle school provides a special opportunity for 

students to discover their innate capacities through a more 

individualized involvement in the learning process. As 

Silberman (10, p. II1*) points out: "education should prepare 

people not just to earn a living, but to live a life, a 
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a creative, humane, and sensitive life. This means that the 

schools must provide a liberal, humanizing education." 

Summary 

This chapter has found the middle school to be an 

innovative educational endeavor that can educate transes-

cents better than traditional methods of organization. 

Chapter II will present a study of the transescent student 

for whom the middle school was developed. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE MIDDLE SCHOOL .STUDENT 

In Chapter I, the middle-school concept was developed. 

The subject of Chapter II is the middle-school student. The 

chapter examines psychological concepts and observations 

about transescence in order to discover the typical person-

ality and the educational needs of the middle-school student. 

Transescence 

Thornburg (21, p. 150) notes that the study of trans-

escence has long been neglected. When onset of puberty 

brings an upheaval to each child, a delicate period of ad-

justment begins. The goal of this adjustment is adulthood, 

and the biopsychological chain of events begins for most 

children between the ages of eight and fourteen. Girls first 

experience puberty from eight to twelve; boys, from the ages 

of ten to fourteen (1, p. 27). 

The term "transescence" was coined by Eichhorn (*f, p. 3) 

to describe a stage of development quite different from both 

the first few years of elementary school and those in high 

school. The many changes in body chemistry which lead to 

physical, social, emotional, and intellectual changes in the 

child begin prior to puberty and continue until the body is 
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stabilized. Alexander (1, pp. *+1-̂ 3) sees the transition 

period marked by 

1. A necessity for relearning to manage the "body 
skillfully during a period of rapid change in 
the body dimensions and general awkardness. 

2. The necessity for developing many social skills in 
interacting with persons of the opposite sex. 

3. Dramatic changes in the activities of the peer 
group and in what is required to maintain be-
longing to the peer group. 

A tremendous change in the individual's perception 
of himself and, consequently, in a quest for a 
satisfying concept of himself. 

5. Necessity for redefining what is right and what is 
wrong. Evidence of organic maturity confronts 
the individual with many complex choices about 
how to behave. 

6. The development of a new mode of intellectual 
operations—a movement away from a dependence 
upon what can be perceived in the immediate 
environment to a level of hypothesizing and 
dealing with abstractions. 

Justification for the middle-school organization is 

based on these changes. Advocates of the middle school be-

lieve children mature earlier today than in previous times 

(8, p. 265). During the last one hundred years, there has 

been a tendency for puberty to come earlier. Tanner (19? 

pp. 1^3-1^5) presents data on heights and weights of preschool 

and school-age children showing how the process of growth has 

been progressively speeded up. Children of all ages born in 

recent years are considerably larger than those born at the 

turn of the century. 
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According to Alexander (1, pp. 28-29), moreover, the 

prepubescent growth spurt is caused by increase in the growth-

stimulating hormone of the pituitary gland. In general, 

youngsters shoot up in the two years before puberty, and 

especially in the year just before, which Stone and Church 

(18, p. V73) refer to as the maximum growth age (MGA), with 

puberty marking the apex of the growth-rate curve. At the 

peak of this spurt, girls grow about three and a half inches 

in a year and gain about eleven pounds; boys grow four to 

five inches in a year and put on twelve or fourteen pounds. 

During the entire period of adolescence, a child's height 

usually increases by about twenty-five per cent and his 

weight doubles (18, p. **7*f)• As in all phases of human de-

velopment, however, there are early maturers and late maturers, 

and an infinite number of individual growth patterns. This 

asynchronous growth, as Stone and Church (18, p. *+77) term it, 

becomes dramatically evident when one visits a middle school 

and finds one girl topping the six-foot mark while her later-

developing male classmates are barely standing five-feet tall. 

Furthermore, this physical growth is accompanied by a period 

of storm and stress (18, p. *+35) • 

Transescence is a period of physical change not only 

anatomically but also physiologically, as related to the 

reproductive system. Transescent sexual development appears 

to begin between the ages of nine and twelve as an increase 

in production of estrogen, the female hormone, which occurs 
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in the young girl. This marks the beginning of a long series 

of changes in the psychological and physical transformation 

of the girl into a -woman (7, pp. 11̂ 8-11̂ -9). 

Both boys and girls have dramatic testimony from their 

bodies, through growth phenomena and function changes, that 

the day when they will be able to reproduce the species is 

rapidly approaching. The maturation and function of the 

gonads seem also to be the factors that dry up the pituitary 

growth-stimulating hormone and so check growth in standing 

height. The full production of gonadal hormones not only 

checks body growth, but also causes the gradual disappear-

ance of the thymus gland, which lies across the chest in 

children. With the changes in hormonal balance that accompany 

the disappearance of the thymus, the full-blown production of 

gonadal hormones, and some consequent checking of secretions 

of the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland, changes occur in 

the thyroid, and possibly adrenal functioning. Perhaps the 

most noticeable secondary sex trait in boys is the change of 

voice brought about by enlargment of the larynx, the voice 

box. Most boys go through a period when their resonantly 

baritone voices shift treacherously and instantaneously to a 

squealing falsetto. Girls too have a change of voice, but 

it is less marked than in boys. Girls' voices become slight-

ly deeper and considerably fuller (18, p. i+7!+). 

Bone structure and other physical changes in pubescence 

include a marked broadening of the shoulders in boys. Girls 
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have an enlarging of the pelvis. Facial proportions also 

change as the nose and chin become more prominent. Girls 

more than hoys develop a layer of subcutaneous fat that 

rounds and softens the contours of the face and "body, whereas 

boys develop a leaner, more angular and more muscular appear-

ance than girls. Most boys double in muscular strength 

during this period, but girls lag somewhat in this regard 

(19, p. 65). 

Early adolescent actions might sometimes show consider-

able restlessness due to fluctuations in physiological func-

tions. "When one notes the marked changes in endocrine 

functions during this period and knows that it is possible to 

stabilize the hormonal balance only a year or more after 

pubescence has been reached, it is easier to realize that the 

marked psychological changes which must occur do so in the 

context of marked physiological fluctuations coupled with 

the movement toward a more sophisticated level of intellec-

tual functioning (18, p. 87). 

The bodily changes occurring during the fifth-to-eighth-

grade years cause problems of personal adjustment—especially 

in a society such as ours in which physical appearance re-

ceives such great emphasis. Physical ideals are constantly 

presented through television, movies, and illustrations in 

novels and periodicals. 

One of the typical features of pubescent development 

is asynchrony, which is the way the body's various organs and 
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subsystems grow at different rates and at different times. 

Asynchrony, or "split growth," is especially evident during 

pubescence when arms, legs, nose, and chin may seem suddenly 

to sprout individually, with no regard for overall propor-

tions and harmony. Throughout the age range represented by 

the middle schools, virtually all youths will experience sig-

nificant physical changes. To reduce anxiety, it is helpful 

if they have an awareness of what physiological changes will 

take place (18, p. *f82). 

While this period of transition occurs in all children, 

its timing, that is, the chronological ages at which it 

occurs, varies markedly from one child to another. The prin-

ciple of asynchronous growth summarizes the way the focus of 

development shifts at successive periods of development. 

The whole body does not grow at once, but different regions 

and subsystems develop at different rates and at different 

times. In both sexes, the extremities and the neck grow 

faster than the head and the trunk during pubescence, which 

gives youngsters of this age their long-legged, gawky, colt-

ish look. Certainly the fast-growing adolescent often seems 

not to know what to do with his gangling arms and legs, new 

internal stirrings and impulses may take him unaware, and 

boys find it hard to control the vagaries of their voices. 

It is little wonder that this has been called the awkward 

age. Daily changes make body awareness an almost impossible 

goal for the middle-school transescent student, who often 
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has difficulty coping with the constant process of human 

development (1, p. 87). 

Physical changes have an effect on the cognitive devel-

opment of the middle-school student. Because of functional 

changes and fluctuating growth patterns, children have per-

iods of greater receptivity to certain kinds of learning 

and thinking. There are times of intense preoccupation 

with one kind of behavior or experience, which they subse-

quently leave to go on to something else. Ten and eleven 

year olds approach problems in a much different manner than 

do children in the lower elementary grades. Beginning with 

the period of transition from childhood to adulthood, the 

child becomes .increasingly independent of concrete data and 

is already into the beginning of the period of formal opera-

tions. This period begins approximately at age eleven, for 

some children even earlier (21, p. 152). 

Urbanization and the space age have brought changes in 

the schools, moreover, and the children seem to learn faster 

than they used to. Gatewood (8, p. 265) indicates that 

evidence on child growth and development has been offered re-

vealing that children are physically and psychologically more 

mature than children in previous years. Since children are 

maturing earlier and knowledge is expanding, the traditional 

classroom organization of the elementary school with its 

limited program seems increasingly inadequate for learners 

moving toward adolescence. 
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Cognitive development of the middle-school student in-

cludes the development of self-awareness, which involves 

several kinds of differentiation. There is differentiation 

of the self from environment, of the self as knower from the 

self as thing known, and the public self from the private 

self (18, p. i+83). 

Faced with new problems, the child gropes for new 

methods of attack. The main property of this period is the 

ability to deal with both the real and the possible. 

Piaget (16, p. 137) sees certain psychological and in-

tellectual changes as being very closely related to the 

physical growth and maturation characteristics of the trans-

escent age. Intellectual development is divided into three 

periods or stages: (1) sensory-motor intelligence—birth to 

two years; (2) preparation for an organization of concrete 

operations—from two to eleven years; (3) formal operations— 

from eleven to fifteen years. The period of concrete opera-

tions (ages seven through eleven) is the stage relevant to 

this study. When the individual extends his thought from 

what is viewed as reality to that which is potential reality, 

he is making a movement toward the nonpresent or potential. 

He develops a conceptual framework which he brings to bear 

on his immediate environment (18, p. *+75) * 

Not all persons eventually reach the same level of 

intellectual development, just as not all persons reach the 

same level of physical development. Many limiting factors 
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may be involved., including environment, physical development, 

experiences, and emotions. Movement from one period to 

another does not occur, therefore, for all people at the 

same chronological age (21, p. 153). 

Such psychophysical realities have important implica-

tions for the socialization process so important to the 

middle-school student. Transescence is marked by the young-

ster's transition from dependence upon the family for security 

to a similar dependence on the peer group (5, p. 112). Es-

trangement from adults is to be expected from the transescent 

student. It is not from his parents alone but from the adult 

world in general that the child declares his independence. 

The young adolescent is concerned particularly about his 

status with his immediate peers. He strives to be as much 

like the others as possible, perhaps because he feels so 

much out of step with them. Although most of the students 

are entering transescence, some are still older children, 

while others are well into adolescence. This wide range of 

student ability and maturity is a challenge for the middle 

school (21, p. 15*0. 

Needs of the Transescent Child 

The transescent child has highly specialized needs 

which must be taken into consideration prior to designing a 

rationale for any educational program at this level. In 

1969-1970, the Junior High Study Task Force in Dallas, Texas, 
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prepared the following list of these needs of the trans-

escent student.: 

The transescent needs to be able to organize his 
thoughts and knowledge of social and physical 
reality. He needs to: 

1. Learn how to learn. 
2. Be able to read, write, communicate, listen, 

think, and observe his own maximum potential, 
3. Be able to follow directions. 
4. Be able to relate ideas and skills to practi-

cal and relevant situations. 
5'. Have problem solving ability. 
6. Be able to establish goals, carry out a plan. 
7. Be able to evaluate his progress and growth. 
8. Understand the physical changes of his body 

at this time of growth. 
9. Be aware of the vocational opportunities 

and -understand the world of work. 
10. Learn about the cultural and arts world. 

The transescent needs to learn how to work well in his 
peer group. He needs to: 

1. Develop appropriate relationships with adults 
and peers to be effective in group living. 

2. Be able to accept group discipline, rules, 
and mores. 

3. Have acceptable means of expressing dis-
pleasure, insecurity, tension, anxiety, re-
sentment, and aggression. 

Be accepting of others and their worth, i.e., 
tolerant. 

5. Develop a sense of responsibility and skills 
of citizenship. 

6. Understand the actions of others and himself. 
7. Accept the proper sex role. 
8. Develop skills in dealing with the opposite 

sex. 
9. Be able to work with others. 

10. Be able to practice some of the social graces. 
11. Feel accepted by peers and secure with adults, 

have a sense of belonging. 

The transescent needs to become an independent person. 
He needs to: 

1. Experience success and a feeling of achieve-
ment. 

2. Have positive self image and a feeling of 
worth, and self confidence. 

3. Realize his abilities and limitations. 
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*+. Be self disciplined. 
5. Develop the ability to make decisions. 
6. Develop self motivation and initiative. 
7. Develop creative talents. 
8. To learn satisfying leisure time activities. 
9. Adopt good physical and mental health habits. 
10. Understand and be able to cope with his 

living environment. 
11. Acquire a worthy set of values. 
12. Identify with a worthy adult model (2̂ -, 

pp. 8-9). 

Analysis of this list indicates further study of the 

psychological, social, and environmental aspects may be in 

order. Psychological development results from a complex 

interplay between congenital factors (including the rates 

and phases of biological maturation) and the changing famil-

ial, social, educational, economic, and political conditions 

that impinge on the transescent. Thus, the central theme of 

transescence is finding an identity for the body he is 

gradually learning to control. The middle-school student 

seeks a sense of self in relation to the world at large. 

The individual psychology of transescence can only be grasped 

against the sociology and social psychology of this age group. 

Another emotional need of the transescent is time to 

"play out" or "dream out" solutions to the problems with 

which he is groping. Adults and the peer group both define 

roles for the person to play. 

In responding to the demands of others, the young people 

seize the externals of a role and may miss its essence. The 

student is seeking to capture the style of his role portray-

als, a style of conveying one whole approach to life which he 
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can sense forcefully but not put Into words. Stone and 

Church (18, p. ^83) indicate that the transescent Is dis-

covering what various styles of life will feel like and what 

sorts of reactions they produce in others through role play-

ing. These reactions have to come mainly from peers, thus 

the implication that "finding one's identity" is as much a 

matter of constructing an identity as of discovering who one 

already is. As the developing human being is. formulating 

his self concept, he is also learning what it means to be 

male or female. Development of proper sex role is an Impor-

tant function that is being performed during the transescent 

period. 

The student's self-awareness is in great part expressed 

in self-consciousness, a concern about how well he measures 

up to the standards of the peer group. Out-of-stepness Is 

particularly significant regarding the transescent growth 

period in that there is a need to check up on oneself rela-

tive to one's contemporaries. Markedly early or late 

maturing (7, p. 11^9) has both practical and social conse-

quences for how the child fits in, and psychological . 

consequences for how he views himself, objectively as 

measured against age mates. 

During transescence, the central developmental task is 

self-definition. It is the period during which a young per-

son begins to learn who he is, and what he really feels. 

Development continues from the middle school through later 
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adolescence. For self-definition to occur, transescents need 

time for personal exploration and growth. The term self 

concept is defined by Alexander (1, pp. 35-36) as an under-

standing of the self, based on an internal frame of 

reference—a perception of the individual confined within 

the boundaries of his own skin. The transescent search for 

identity is peculiar to cultures in which there is a fair 

amount of social and economic mobility. Transescence is a 

recent phenomenon. Every society, to be sure, recognizes 

the physiological changes that mark the onset of adolescence 

through puberty rites of one sort or another. The sense of 

an extended period of intellectual and emotional growth and 

self-exploration is possible only in a society prosperous 

enough to permit these people to be unproductive. Although 

this period seems to have arisen almost by accident out of 

the evolving pattern of society, it has become solidly in-

stitutionalized as a period when the individual is no longer 

a child but is not yet an adult. 

Basic to the development of a good self-image are the 

transescent's responses to his own body. Changes in size, 

shape, and sensitiveness center attention upon this physical 

self. The student has not integrated these changed into his 

self-schema, according to Erickson (6, p. 227). 

The principle of development toward self-knowledge and 

autonomy points to the progressive differentiation of self 

from environment, and of various aspects of self from the 
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totality, and to the integration of self-awareness into an 

emergent self-image or self-schema. It also points to the 

child's increasing ability to regulate his own behavior and 

to think and act on his own. Independence is the ultimate 

goal of self-awareness. The middle school has the responsi-

bility and challenge of cultivating this independence through 

activities that encourage development of self-awareness 

(2, p. 1+). 

Emotional needs of the student in the middle school 

include determining morals, sex role, and a system of values. 

The need for successful experiences is also important in 

establishing stability and growth in the transescent (22, p. 

3). 

Cognitive development of the middle-school student in-

corporates the development of self-awareness, which involves 

several kinds of differentiation. There is differentiation 

of self from environment, there is differentiation of self 

as knower from self as thing known, and there comes to be a 

differentiation of public self from private self (20, p. *+70), 

An important part of the private self is learning how 

to cope with his changing body, a new mode of intellectual 

operations, and the desire to be a person independent of 

his family presents a tremendous problem of adjustment. 

During no other period of human growth and development are 

youngsters required to adjust themselves to so many changes 

simultaneously. 
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Personality development must be viewed within a social 

milieu. The transition from childhood to adulthood is made 

difficult in our society by the absence of clear-cut defini-

tions of the in-betweener1s roles and status. The 

socialization process is important for the middle-school 

student. Peer group influence becomes most important to the 

transescent student as he shuns adult attitudes and ideas. 

Within the environment of the transescent, stimulation 

is a need only recently recognized. Students are constantly 

stimulated by television and other media that employ imagin-

ation and creativity. Cognitive stimulation is impossible 

for teachers unless they employ the same imagination and 

creativity found in commercial media, or ideas that are 

unique to the classroom situation. Aesthetic experience is 

a basic need of all men in their universal struggle to add 

meaning to life. Children need to explore the full range of 

their senses through environmental stimulation. 

Summary 

In this chapter, the typical transescent student and 

his needs have been examined. It is possible that many of 

these needs can be met by a theatre program in the middle 

school. Chapter III describes such a program. 
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CHAPTER III 

A THEATRE PROGRAM FOR THE MIDDLE SCHOOL 

In Chapteis I and II, the middle school and its poten-

tial students were described. Both appeared to warrant the 

development of a theatre program for the middle school. 

If theatre can legitimately meet the needs of the 

middle-school student, it belongs in the middle-school cur-

riculum. Among the needs that may be served by theatre 

are personality development in general; creative thinking 

and self-expression; awareness and understanding of, and 

confidence in, one's personal identity; skill in language 

use, socialization, role management; esthetic or artistic 

taste; and knowledge of one's own and other cultures both 

past and present. 

Although a theatre program for the middle school should 

be carefully adapted to student needs, certain ideas are 

basic to any effective program of educational theatre. Motter 

(21, pp. 17-18) states these principles in the following 

manner: 

The purpose of theatre in a school is to educate 
both the participants and the audience. The drama 
classes and theatrical productions of a . . . school 
are part of its curricular educational function, not 
of its supplemental recreational program. 

Theatre education in a . . . school is primarily 
general education in the arts and humanities designed 

29 
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to enhance the cultural and aesthetic background of 
all of the students. 

The art of the theatre is a complex discipline 
with sequential development and must be taught as such. 

Theatrical productions are the product of 
sequential discipline of theatre and must evolve from 
training. 

The goal of theatre education is not information 
but insight; not knowledge but understanding. 

The most important lessons of human existence 
can only be absorbed through empathy; empathy is the 
wordless, universal language of the theatre. 

Any theatre program based on these principles should 

gain the respect, support, and interest of faculty and stu-

dents alike. Building a program in the middle school, how-

ever, depends initially upon creating sufficient interest 

among students and administrators. The success of a program 

within an individual school chiefly results from the support 

of the principal. If he or she is willing to foster creativ-

ity through drama, then courses can be added to the curriculum. 

Theatre in the Middle School 

As the data in Chapters I and II indicated, drama 

provides the middle-school student with an opportunity 

to explore ideas and activities that help him evaluate 

his interests, abilities, and limitations. Current edu-

cational trends seem to point toward hope of the design 

of curricula in the fine arts and the employment of ex-

perts to teach courses. Until this day arrives, however, 

theatre in the middle school will depend upon the talent, 

philosophy, and tenacity of the individual teacher-

director, whatever his or her training. Yet emphasis must 
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be placed upon theatre both as an academic discipline and an 

art form. Thus, the prospective teacher of theatre will 

usually have to create his position in the middle school by 

persuading the administration of the need and value of the 

theatre arts in the middle school. 

Chiara and Johnson (8, p. 290) indicate that the middle-

school curriculum seeks "creative participation in a variety 

of fine arts with opportunities to relate these to the 

learner's own lives." What outlet for creative participation, 

one may ask, is more effective than theatre? Particularly 

is this true for the transescent emerging from childhood in 

a slow transition of stages, sometimes awkward and insecure, 

sometimes facile and adept, frequently concerned with self-

assessment, often amazed by newly developing powers, con-

stantly in need of appropriate opportunities for exploration 

and venture, sometimes capable of adult behavior and re-

sponses, and frequently in need of opportunities for trial-

and- error in situations where error is acceptable. 

The first goal of the theatre program in the middle 

school, therefore, is to help each student know and believe 

in himself. Each student must participate creatively as an 

individual. Adapted to each student's special abilities, 

this participation is guided toward the highest possible 

academic and artistic quality. In implementing an innovative 

theatre program that stimulates creative thinking, Bruner 

(6, p. 168) states: "One must have child-centered education 
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so that the child can easily relate to the experience." 

Training and developing the senses of the transescent is 

another means of implementing self-awareness and self-

confidence with a theatre program. Activities are planned 

so there is a culminative effect of sharpening the senses 

of the child. An examination of the five senses through a 

•unit that explores each sense separately can give students 

a new awareness of the importance of the senses. A subse-

quent unit can allow students to relate to an experience 

with emphasis on the perception of only one sense. Each 

student would be responsible for reporting on how he related 

to the experience; in this manner, a comparison and contrast 

of the similarities and differences of the five senses could 

be found through interaction of the students in relating 

their responses to the situation (the experience could be a 

trip to the zoo, a circus, a children's theatre production--

any situation that could be experienced by all students at 

one time, thus assuring a commonality of experience, even 

though each student's perception will be different). Futur-

istic thinking can be encouraged by having students antici-

pate consequences or a particular decision. Improvisational 

experiences allow the student to project the consequences of 

a given action, again emphasizing individuality. A theatre 

program in the middle school could bring about the following 

changes: an increased emphasis on creative problem-solving, 

more use of the discovery method, a more open style of 
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classroom operation in which children are encouraged to be 

creative without fear of failure, and a noticeable change in 

attitudes concerning creativity. The encouragement of crea-

tive imagination is a prerequisitie; not information or 

technical training but insight, not knowledge but under-

standing, are the means to achieve this goal. The National 

Council of the Arts in Education (12, p. 108) may have this 

imaginative aspect in mind when it states that "besides 

training in their craft, the successful teacher transmits a 

sense of aesthetic values, stimulates- acuteness of artistic 

judgment, and develops a consciousness of creative purpose." 

A second goal, concomitant with the first, is an intro-

duction to aesthetics of theatre. The student learns the 

principles involved in establishing the desired emotional 

response from the audience when light, color, spoken language, 

role playing, stage composition and movement, dance and music 

are synthesized in a dramatic production. More than "how it 

is done" or "how to do it," theatre arts can give a new view 

of life that emphasizes creativity in the students. 

A third goal for the theatre program in the middle 

school is flexibility. Chiara and Johnson (8, p. 292) have 

this goal in mind when they list the desired attitudes of a 

middle-school teacher in general: 

1. Respects the ideas and opinions of others; is open 
of others; is open to new ideas. 

2. Believes in the dignity and worth of each indi-
vidual. 
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3. Is willing to experiment. 
h. Expects change and. adjusts to it according to her 

own particular style. 
5. Perceives the world from the students' point of 

view (empathy). 
6. Personalizes her teaching so that students 

recognize her interest in their problems and 
concerns. 

7. Perceives teaching as a process of involving 
human relationships. 

8. Accepts herself as worthy, well-liked, and able. 
9. Is non-competitive in human relationships. 
10. Has respect for evidence even when it goes against 

personal beliefs and commitments. 
11. Is interested in all kinds of people. 
12. Has an appreciation of scientific methods and their 

applicability to problems of human behavior. 
13. Has increased skepticism about the finality of our 

present state of knowledge, recognizing that all 
scientific generalizations must be viewed as 
tentative, subject to modification in the light 
of new evidence. 

1*+. Feels a sense of civic responsibility. 
15. Is able to identify with compassion the problems 

of people everywhere in the world. 
16. Has increased objectivity in approaching social 

problems. 
17. Has a heightened sensitivity to the feelings of 

others and to an understanding of their needs. 

One of the characteristics of the middle school that 

the theatre educators should be interested in, therefore, is 

the open classroom, which allows for diversification of 

grouping (large groups, small groups, combination) according 

to the needs of the moment. The especially stimulating en-

vironment, motivation, materials, guidance, and assistance 

available in such a classroom helps the students set indi-

vidual goals and achieve them independently but within a 

group. Although theatre is most successful when least 

structured and most individualized, it is a group art in 
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that the individual must do his creating as part of a well-

organized and well-led group. 

Another aspect of "flexibility" is the theatre program's 

use of guest artists in the school and performance resources 

outside the school. The guest artists approach to the 

teaching and learning process makes them appealing to stu-

dents because they view the arts first of all as experiences 

that people should perceive and respond to; therefore, the 

emphasis in their teaching is on developing the senses of 

the students. An innovative theatre program has a unique 

opportunity for fostering creativity by the introduction of 

professional artists into the classroom to extend the contact 

of the students to a wider range of people in the arts. 

Performances by professionals within the school are important 

because the students can see the artists as being very human 

through discussions and informal demonstrations. Such per-

formances could be the high-point of a unit or period of 

study. This method brings the lesson to life and allows 

the student to see methods and techniques of performance in 

a meaningful way that will make a deeper impression on him 

than merely talking about plays or periods of theatre. Ex-

posure to quality theatre can be provided for students by 

teachers who offer frequent opportunities for students to 

visit community theatres and productions at high schools and 

touring companies. Getting out of the regular school en-

vironment makes the experience in theatre more exciting for 
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the student because he is in new surroundings that are quite 

different from his everyday experiences. If a theatre pro-

gram in the middle school were to have full impact, creative 

imagination could "be engendered in all students that would 

follow over into other disciplines: history could have more 

meaning to students if they could visualize events as if they 

were seeing them in a play; language arts would be fostered 

because the writing ability of students would have acquired 

a new imaginative focus. With guest artists, teachers could 

give students exposure to theatrical concepts even if they 

were not especially trained in these areas themselves. The 

creative thinking abilities that are stimulated in an innova-

tive theatre program could be used by education more 

meaningfully in all areas of the middle school. Students 

should become familiar with various theatres in the community, 

both by having actors from the theatre come to their school, 

and also by visits to the theatre for performances so that 

students will be able to sense the excitement and mood of a 

live theatre performance. Students would also be encouraged 

to write about their experiences at the theatre in order to 

learn the form of plays as well as to obtain an insight into 

what is involved in being a theatre critic. 

Also an encouragement to flexibility but a worthwhile 

goal in itself for the middle school theatre program is the 

unified arts and curricula concept. The "unified arts" 

concept focuses on the combination of the theatre program 
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with other artistic programs in the middle school. Music, 

art, theatre, film,and literature are merged. The student 

can gain insight into all the arts and greater skill in the 

particular field of his choice. Cooperative endeavors can 

also expose more students to a variety of the arts, and thus 

expand their range of interests by allowing them to develop 

individual preferences and talents. 

Perhaps a special point should be made about film. The 

art of film in America is a relatively new area of study 

but certainly one of interest to the middle-school student. 

As Maynard (16, p. 82) avers, "the movie versions of books 

decide for us what our heroes and villains will look like." 

Given this vast influence of film, this medium may be parti-

cularly important to the theatre program. 

Both film and theatre offer opportunities for small-

group productions involving many class members to be done 

frequently instead of one big production a year; in this way, 

students can have the experience of performing before small 

audiences as well as before the camera. Small-group pro-

ductions can also be performed before all the English or 

history classes of a certain grade to highlight a unit and 

make it more vivid for the students. Since middle schools are 

arranged in teams, productions before other classes in the 

team give students an audience of people they already know. 

Many students who perform in productions of this kind 
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to one or a few all-school productions before huge audiences 

on the auditorium stage. Self-confidence can also be 

engendered in more students with small-group productions 

taken on tour to the various elementary schools in the 

community. 

Perhaps coordinating the goals examined so far, perhaps 

not, but nevertheless worthwhile, is a fifth important goal 

for a theatre program in the middle school--the development 

of. playwriting as both a means of encouraging creativity and 

an end in itself. Writing includes scripts of original plays 

and film scripts, but principally the capturing of the stu-

dents' own experiences in dramatic or cinematic form. The 

class can write an original children's theatre script about 

a fantasy world of their own creation, for example, and per-

form it at various elementary schools. The group effort will 

not only encourage imagination and foster better interpersonal 

relations within the class, but also introduce theatre to the 

elementary students, via children nearly their own age. It 

is possible to conjecture that the impact of "plays performed 

by peers" is considerably greater than plays by adults (2*+, 

P. *+3). 

A sixth goal is the use of federal funding for the 

middle-school theatre program. Among the recommendations of 

the I960 White House Conference (21, p. 15) are the following: 

1. That schools provide youth with opportunities for 
participation in creative dramatics, creative 
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writing, and dramatic productions, under qualified 
leadership, to develop their talents and give them 
a basic understanding and critical appreciation of 
the theatre arts; 

2. That young people be given the opportunity to parti-
cipate in dramatic productions, under the direction 
of qualified leaders, in order to acquire the 
emotional and intellectual disciplines inherent 
in the theatre arts; 

3. That the curriculum include a program of motion 
picture and drama appreciation; 

b. That all schools make special provisions for the 
education of the gifted, talented, and creative 
student; 

5. That communities provide more theatre facilities. 

Commenting on the National Defense Education Act, Heck-

scher (21, p. 16) recommended the following ideas that are 

presently beginning to have an influence on theatre arts and 

education: 
. . . that further consideration be given to increasing 
the share of the federal government's support to edu-
cation which is concerned with the arts and the humani-
ties. This should include the same type of across-the-
board assistance now given to modern languages, 
mathematics, and sciences; for example, facilities and 
equipment, teacher training, teaching techniques and 
materials, scholarship and fellowship programs. The 
predominant emphasis given to science and engineering 
implies a distortion of resources and values. 

In September of 1962, the newly created National Council 

of the Arts in Education, made up of representatives of pro-

fessional associations of artists and educators in the arts, 

held its first National Conference on the Arts in Education. 

The recommendations, by this conference, that a comprehensive 

study of the arts in American life be undertaken and that 

specialists in art, music, dance, and theatre arts be added 
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to the staff of the Office of Education have been partially 

implemented. 

The establishment by Congress in 1965 of the National 

Arts Council and the enactment of an Arts and Humanities Act 

and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act gave impetus 

to the improvement and expansion of the arts in education, 

through recognition of their values as well as with financial 

support. 

Given this new emphasis on federal funding for the arts, 

the theatre program in the middle school should seek finan-

cial support from the following sources: 

1. The Arts in Education Program of the John D. Rocke-

feller, III, Fund, Inc. has initiated three major projects de-

signed to explore ways of bringing "all of the arts to all of 

the children" through new methods of teacher training, inter-

disciplinary programs in arts education at all levels, and 

instructional packets for teacher use. 

2. Project IMPACT (Interdisciplinary Model Programs in 

the Arts for Children and Teachers) has one million dollars 

in funds provided by the Federal Education Professions Devel-

opment Act. Pilot projects are under way in five cities to 

improve the educational climate of the schools by expanding 

the role of the arts through curriculum revision and teacher 

training, as well as through bringing artists into the class-

room. 
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3. Operating on funds transferred from the Office of 

Education, National Endowment for the Humanities is conduct-

ing a study to identify and articulate the role of the arts 

in education (20, p. 52). 

J+. Federal Domestic Assistance Program #*+5*003, Promo-

tion of the Arts-Education, provides grants for special 

innovative projects in arts education. The federal agencies 

for these funds are the National Endowment for the Arts and 

the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities. Authori-

zation of this program is the National Foundation on the Arts 

and Humanities Act of 1965- The grants may be used for pilot 

projects, for a limited number of studies, for curriculum 

development in the arts, for placement of artists in elemen-

tary and secondary schools, and for limited residences. The 

range of financial assistance is from $300 to $62,508. The 

average amount of grants to organizations is $15,000. In the 

fiscal year 1971? grants were made to twenty-seven organi-

zations (7, p. 652). 

5. Federal Domestic Assistance Program #*+5-008, Promo-

tion of the Arts-Theatre, provides grants to aid professional 

theatre companies and organizations. The federal agencies 

for this program are the National Endowment for the Arts and 

the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities. Authori-

zation is by the National Foundation on the Arts and Humani-

ties Act of 1965. Grants made to organizations, with few 

exceptions, must be matched, at least dollar-for-dollar, with 
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non-federal funds. The range of financial assistance is 

$2,500 to $300,000. The average is $15,000. In the fiscal 

year 1971, grants were made to sixty-five organizations 

(7 , p . 656) . 

Summary 

With Chapters I and II serving as the resource mater-

ials on the middle school and its students, this third 

chapter has presented a rationale for a theatre program in 

the middle school. The need for such a program results from 

the fact that proponents of a middle school want a curriculum 

which is process centered, rather than product centered, and 

which encourages methods of discovery and creative thinking 

through highly flexible schedules, groupings, and activities. 

The chapter has revealed how particular student needs could 

he met, creative thinking could be stimulated, and socializa-

tion of the transescent student could be improved by a 

theatre program. 

Focusing on the student is imperative in both the middle 

school and its theatre program. The rationale for this pro-

gram, though it must include such practical matters as gain-

ing the support of administrators and seeking funds from the 

federal government, begins and ends with creativity. Making 

the rationale work will require an imaginative theatre 

educator who views theatre as an artistic discipline rele-

vant for the student in the middle school. A theatre program 
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In the middle school could meet the needs of the transescent 

in a uniquely advantageous manner. As stated in Chapter 

IIj the primary needs of the transescent are to organize 

his thoughts and knowledge of social and physical reality, 

to learn how to work well in his peer group, and to become 

an independent person. 

Organization of thoughts and knowledge of the social 

and physical world could be encouraged in a theatre program 

through improvisational exercises, writing of original 

scripts, and exposure to dramatic literature. Learning how 

to work well in the peer group would be the natural result 

of a theatre program that emphasized the socialization pro-

cess through group interaction in preparing and performing 

plays for elementary schools, other classes of the same 

middle-school team, or all the classes of a particular 

subject in the same grade. Becoming an independent person 

could be encouraged in a theatre program through emphasis 

on sensory awareness and divergent thinking. Development 

of a positive self-concept is the product of a theatre 

program that includes role playing and improvisational 

experiences for the middle-school student. 

The need for theatre in the middle school, therefore, 

appears to result from several sociopsychological needs 

of the transescent student. A theatre program that meets 

these student needs is recommended. Chapter IV presents an 

overview of theatre in the middle school. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has indicated that a theatre program in the 

middle school could aid the student in understanding himself 

and his world in a new, imaginative manner. It could also 

act as a foundation for secondary school theatre programs. 

With the new emphasis on specialized training at the secondary 

level, the theatre arts cluster in the Skyline Career Develop-

ment Center in Dallas and the Houston School for the Performing 

Arts, middle-school students cannot hope to compete for such 

special training in theatre without some previous background 

in the arts. A theatre program in the middle school could 

offer such training. 

Moreover, since most elementary schools are doing away 

with an auditorium program for children's theatre, students 

are not afforded an exposure to theatre at an early level of 

education. If the habit of using and enjoying theatre—man's 

oldest and perhaps most rewarding art-form—is to be culti-

vated in American students, such cultivation must occur in 

the middle school through training by a qualified instructor. 

The development of the students' self-concept could be 

enhanced by a theatre program in the middle school. Emo-

tional maturity could be encouraged through the introspective 
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thinking and the socialization •which occur in theatre classes 

conducted, with the middle-school student at their center. 

The student's heightened awareness of his relationship to 

his world could also result from such a theatre program. 

A realistic concern for the implementation of a theatre 

program for the middle school, however, has produced the idea 

that qualified instructors and administrative support are the 

key to success in each individual school. Administrators 

should realize that training in theatre and talent must be 

required of an educator in theatre for the middle school. 

Federal funding has been suggested as one method of 

beginning a program if lack of money is the primary reason 

for a lack of theatre in the middle school. Resourceful use 

of federal funds could create a fuller, more enriched program 

that would not be possible with local funds alone. With the 

trend toward more federal subsidy, theatre educators could 

utilize these additional assets to create an innovative theatre 

program for the middle school. 

This study indicates that organization of thoughts and 

knowledge of the social and physical world could be encouraged 

in a theatre program through improvisational exercises, writ-

ing of original scripts, and exposure to dramatic literature. 

Learning how to work well in the peer group would be the 

natural result of a theatre program that emphasized the 

socialization process through group interaction in •m-.o-no-r.-TTir* 
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of the same middle-school team, or all the classes of a 

particular subject in the same grade. Becoming an indepen-

dent person could be encouraged in a theatre program through 

emphasis on sensory awareness and divergent thinking. 

Development of a positive self-concept is the product of a 

theatre program that includes role playing and improvisa-

tional experiences for the middle-school student. Theatre 

is a potent force in society, and should be offered in the 

middle school. 
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